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In ] 1 I], H. Shaw and P. J. McKenna considered equations Tu + Nu = h 
with respect to properties of their solution sets, where T is a linear 
Fredholm-operator in Z&2) with index i, where N is a nonlinear mapping, 
e.g., generated by a Caratheodory-function g:Q x R + I? and h E L,(Q). By 
methods from differential topology they proved that “usually” the solution 
set is a differentiable i-manifold. 
We give simple proofs of their results by use of Sard’s theorem and the 
implicit function theorem. In particular, in Theorem 1.3 we exhibit a rather 
general situation in which continuous differentiability of g(x, r) with respect 
to r up to the order max( 1, i + 1) and uniform boundedness of each of these 
derivatives imply the manifold properties of the solution set. 
1. PROPERTIES OF SOLUTION SETS 
We first present a theorem which, by the alternative method, reduces the 
investigation of the equation above to the investigation of a continuous 
function between finite dimensional spaces. The difference to the method of 
Cesari, Shaw and McKenna in [5,9, 1 l] lies in the choice of the norm on 
g(T) and in the choice of the fixed point equation. The latter allows us to 
turn the solvability condition into a condition on the range of a continuous 
function. 
To fix notations and assumptions, by T we denote a closed, linear 
Fredholm-operator in a real or complex, separable Hilbert-space H with 
domain g(T), range .2(T) and index(Z) = i. The unique positive square root 
] TI of T*T, too, is a closed, linear Fredholm-operator with index(] TI) = 0, 
domain @(I TI) = g(T), kernel ker(] TI) = ker(T) and reduced minimum 
modulus ~(1 TI) = y(T) = 11 pm’ (1 -I, where p is the operator T restricted to 
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g(T) 0 ker(7’). By U we denote the isometric mapping of 9(1 TI) onto 
9(T) defined by U 1 TI u = TV for u E 9(T). 
We assume that the discrete spectrum of 1 TJ is not empty: a,Jl Tj) = 
(c+: j E J}. Since H is separable, the set J is either finite or J = N. 
By P we denote the orthogonal projection onto ker(l Tl) = ker(T) and by 
Pj the orthogonal projection onto ker(l T( - aj), aj # 0. Further, by Q we 
denote the orthogonal projection onto 9(T)’ and by Qj := UPj. Then 
9(Qj) c 9(T) and since U is isometric 9(Qj) I 9(Qk) for j # k and 
9(Qj) I&@(T)‘. Let Qj be the orthogonal projection onto .9(Qj). 
1.1. THEOREM. Let T, P, Pi, Q, Qj be as above. Let the mapping 
N:@(T)+H satisfy ~~Nu-Nu~~2~L2(~~T(I-P-~~Pj)(u-u)~~2+a2~~ 
tp + 27 pj)(” - uI12)f oru,vE23(T)witha2>0,0<L2<1.Thenfirany 
f E 9(T) 0 C 9(Qj) there is a Lipschitz-continuous function P,: ker(7J @ 
C I + S%‘(T)* @ C 9(Qj) such that 
Tu+Nu=f+t// with y E 9’(T)‘@ c 9(Qj) (1) 
has solution in g(T) if and only if w E 9(Tf). In particular, the set S=%?(P;) 
is connected and solutions u E B(T) of (1) and solutions (p E ker(T) @ 
C 9<pj> Of r.P) = VI are in one-to-one correspondence. 
ProoJ We cut the proof short, because the arguments are well known; 
but for later use we need some estimates and functions hereof. 
(1) We endow the domain g(T) with the norm 11 uII- = (11 T(L - P - 
JJ Pj)u[12 + a2 ll(P + C Pj)u~~2)“2. This norm is equivalent o the graph norm 
on g(T) and hence a(T) := (g(T), (1. II”) is a Hilbert-space. 
(2) For fixed f E 9(T) 0 C 9(Qj) we c_onsider the family of 
mappings {LAP]: cp E ker(T) @ C I} in g(T), where L,(p)u = 
T-‘(I- Q - C Q,)(-NU +, f) + u, with T-’ the inverse of T. The mapping 
L,(p) is a contraction in G?(T) with contraction constant L and hence has a 
unique fixed point u~~) which solves Tu + (I- Q - C Qj) Nu = 
f + TE Pjd. 
(3) 
is 
The mapping F,: ker(T) @ C .9(PJ + &(7’) with Fxq) = ubq~) 
Lipschitz-continuous and the estimate 
(a/(1 - L2)l12) 119 - 411 holds true. 
II qul) - qa II Q 
(4) Put TAP> := (Q + C oj) - N . F,(q) + T(c P,~I). Since 
T(C P,q> = 2 ajUPi~, this mapping I” maps ker(T)@ C 9(P,) into 
9(T)’ @ C 5?(Q,) I and is Lipschitz-continuous and the estimate 
[ITAP) -I@)[1 < {uL/(l - L2)1’2 + max(lczjl: j= l,..., n)} 110 --@II holds. 
Since ker(7’) @ ,JJ 9(P,) is connected and I’, is continuous, 9(I”) is 
connected. For any w E 9(r,) Eq. (1) has a solution in g(T). 
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(5) If (1) has a sc$tion in g(T), then u is the fixed point of L,-(o), 
wherey,=Pu+T-‘(CQ,)Tu=Pu+CPiu. 
(6) If o and $ are different solutions of r@) = w, then, since (P + 
2 P,)(z+(o) - u,(@)) = v, - 6, u,(o) and u,($) are different solutions of (1). 
Conversely, if u and u” are different solutions of (l), then by (5), u and u^ 
are fixed points of L,(q) and Lx@), resp. Since fixed points are unique, we 
have v, # 4. This proves Theorem 1.1. 
Remark. If H = L&2) over R, L! a bounded domain, and 
NU = g(., u(.)) is generated by a Caratheodory-function g: $2 x R + I? with 
g(., 0) E L&f) and ] g(x, r,) - g(x, r2)] < q ]r, - r,] for a.e. x E s1 with min 
()a,[: m > n) > 4 > Ia& j= l,..., n, then by choosing a2 = min(]ai]: m > n) 
and Pj, Qj, j= l,..., n, the hypotheses in Theorem 1.1 are satisfied with 
L = qa-‘. These are the type of nonlinearities considered in [ 111. 
Now consider the mapping r, in Theorem 1.1. We know dim(ker(7’) 0 C 
9(Pj)) - dim(s(T)’ @ C L%‘(Q,)) = dim(ker(T)) - dim@‘(T)‘) = 
index(T) = i. If T, has continuous derivatives up to the order max(1, i + l), 
we may apply Sard’s theorem [lo]. In case of i ) 0 we then know that a.e. 
w E LP(T,) is a regular value and by the preimage theorem [3, pp. 161, 1621 
the set T’l(w) is a differentiable i-manifold. Put S,(w) = FAI++‘(yl)), where 
Ff is the continuous and injective mapping in step (3) in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. Endow the solution set S,(w) with the topology induced by 
g(T). Transporting the differential structure of r”(w) to S,(w) [6, 16.2.61 
turns S,(w) into a differentiable i-manifold. By the same argument as in [ 111 
the set T”(w) is an orientable manifold, and the orientation of T’ ‘(v/) is 
transported to SAW), because the overlap maps for T?‘(w) are the same as 
those for SAW) [6, 16.2.61. Here we used the definition of orientation by 
properties of overlap maps [3, p. 1391. In general form we now can state 
H. Shaw’s and P. J. McKenna’s results [ 11, Theorem 1, 2, and 31, which by 
the considerations above and Sard’s theorem are immediate. 
1.2. THEOREM. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 be satisfied. 
(a) Ifdim(ker(T)) < dim(s(T)‘) and T, is continuously d#%rentiable, 
then 9(r,) is of measure zero in 9(T)’ @ C 9(Qj). 
(b) If dim(ker(T)) - dim@?(T)‘) = i > 0 and if T” is (i + l)-times 
continuously d@rentiable, then for a.e. w E 9(rf) the solution set S,(w) is 
an orientable, dlrerentiable i-manifold. 
The function r, needs further exploration, in particular in situations when 
it depends on further variables. For instance, if N is a sufficiently smooth 
mapping from %(7’) x IF?” -+ g(T), then r’: R”’ x (ker(7’) @ C S?(Pj)) --+ 
L%‘(T)’ @ c L%‘(Qj) tells a lot about branching and bifurcation; or if for fixed 
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f the mapping ZZ,(a, .) = Z,X.), Q E R, is considered, then H;‘(O) might be 
looked upon as an amplitude-amplitude r sponse curve or response manifold 
and might tell us something about jump phenomena. 
The following theorem presents a situation in which the function Z” is 
(i + l)-times continuously differentiable. 
1.3. THEOREM. Let H = L*(R) over IF?, n a bounded domain in R”. Let 
T satisfy the hypotheses in Theorem 1.1 with index(T) = i. Assume that for 
suitable chosen norm 11. (I* the linear operator A: a(T) -+ L,(0) is continuous 
with norm (IAIl and that A maps g(T) continuously into L,(R). 
Let g: R x R -+ R be a Caratheodory-function with g(., 0) E L,(R), whose 
continuous derivatives with respect to r up to the order max( 1, i + 1) are 
Caratheodory-jiunctions and satisfy [(8/N) g(x, r)l < Mj for r E R and a.e. 
x E a. Assume M, IIA)] < 1 and define N: g(T)-+ L2(Q) by (Nu)(x) = 
g(x, Au(x)). Then the conclusions of Theorem 1.2 hold true. 
Proof: Since M, ]] A ]] < 1, the hypotheses in Theorem 1.1 are satisfied. 
Thus we have to show that Zf in Theorem 1.2 is continuously differentiable 
(resp. (i + l)-times continuously differentiable). Decompose N to fl. A, 
where #: L,(Q) + L@) and (flu)(x) = g(x, v(x)). Then E has a Frechet- 
derivative which is the multiplication-operator (~‘(v)u)(x) = 
(a/&)g(x, v(x)) . u(x). By the properties of ag/& and the estimate 
II~(u>uII <IlWWg(~~ v(.))II llullmo, I?‘(v) depends in B(L,(R), L&2)) 
continuously on v and ]]fl’(v)]] = [[(a/&) g(., v(.))]] [ 13, Theorem 19.11. Then 
by the chain-rule for Frechet-differentiable mappings the mapping N has a 
continuous Frechet-derivative which is N’(u) = I . A. 
Now fix an orthonormal base {(D, ,..., pDk} U {qk+ 1 ,..., p,} of ker(T) @ 
C 9(Pj) and let this space be represented by its coordinate space K = Rq 
with respect o that base. Consider the continuous mapping I;, in step (3) in 
the proof of Theorem 1.1 as a mapping from K into G’(T) and compute the 
Gateaux-derivatives (8F,/asj)(s) for j = l,..., q, where s E K = Rq. 
Since N is Frichet-differentiable, we get by implicit differentiation 
(i?F,/~%~)(s) = f”‘(I-- Q - C: &)(T~(A~,-(~))A)(aFfli3~j)(~) + pj and hence 
@Fflas,)(s) = {Z--T-‘(Z- Q-C Q,)(-~(Au~s))A)}-‘~~, where I”denotes 
the identity in B(g(T)). 
The mapping FJ depends continuously on s and iv’(.) is continuous, hence 
p-‘(Z - Q - 2 Q/)(-fi(Auks))A) depends in B@(T)) continuously on s. 
Sine_ {?- p-‘(Z- Q - C QJ(--p(Au,(s))A)}-’ is uniformly bounded in 
B(@(T)) with respect to s, by the operator equation B-’ -A-’ = 
A-‘(A - B)B-* thz mapping {f-- ?-‘(I- Q-C $)(-Z?(Au,(s))A)]- 
too depends in B@(T)) continuously on s. Thus (aFflasi)(s) depends in 
B(K, a(T)) continuously on s. Since K is finite dimensional, F, is 
continuously Frechet-differentiable. Choose an orthonormal base (v/r ,..., w,) 
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of 9(T)‘@ C&P(Q,). By the chain-rule the mapping r’= (T,,i ,..., r,,,,) 
with r’&) = G%+lsH9 wr)wr + (T(SR+l~k+I + - + s,v),), 0~~ is con- 
tinuously Frechet-differentiable with derivatives (c?~~,,/&,)(s) = @‘(AU,(S)) . 
A@“&,)(s), v~) V/I for j = l,..., k and t’= l,..., p and (aFY,,/&,)(s) = 
@‘(Au,(s)) - A@F/ib,)(s) t Tpj, w,) yt for j = k t I,..., q and t = l,..., p. 
Now consider the second order Frechet-derivative p of fi. Since 
@4 E W,(Q), UfJ)) h as norm ]/m,(u)]] = ]](a/ar) g(., v(.))]I, we infer by 
the same arguments as above that @: L&2) -+ B(L,(R), I+!,,(R), 
L&2))) is continuous and that m”(u): L,(Q) + B@,(R), L,(0)) is defined 
by fi”(u)u E B@,(a), L,(R)), fi”(u)u the multiplication-operator 
(lPyu)u)w = ((a’/&‘) g(*, U(‘))) U(‘) W(‘). c onsidered as a bilinear mapping 
the second order Frechet-derivative N”(u): G(7) x a(T) -+ L&2) then is 
N”(u)(w,, WJ = ((a’/&‘) g(., Au(.))) Aw,(e) AWN. Again by implicit 
differentiation the mapping Ff is twice continuously Frechet-differentiable, 
F;(s): K x K + %(7’) with components (iY2F~i9si C%,)(S) = {?- f-‘(I - Q - 
2 Q,)(-1s-l(Au~s))A)}-’ f-‘(I - Q - 2 Q,) ~(Au~s))(A@F~~sj)(s), 
A(cYF~~s,)(s)) for j, k E { l,..., q}. 
Repeating the arguments used for l-j shows that Tr is twice continuously 
Frechet-differentiable. Arguing similarly for higher order derivatives proves 
Theorem 1.3. 
2. APPLICATIONS TO ORDINARY 
AND PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In Theorem 1.3 we choose a regular ordinary differential operator T in 
~!,,(a, b) over IR, (a, b) a finite interval, or an elliptic differential operator T 
in L,(R), s2 a bounded domain in I?“’ satisfying the cone property, with 
domain g(T) E IV:,@), 2m, > m. We perturb the operator T by @VU)(X) = 
g(x, Au(x)), where A is a linear operator, e.g., a differential operator or the 
embedding, which maps D(T) into IVkr(a) with 2m, > m. Then the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1.3 are satisfied and the conclusions of Theorem 1.3 
hold true. 
The example by Shaw and McKenna in [ 11, Theorem 41 tits into this 
class of operators and perturbations. The crucial point in [ 111 is that in 
general there is no chain rule for Gateaux-derivatives and the composition 
G, . G,, where G, is Gateaux- and G, is Frichet-differentiable. 
In the following example we consider the periodic boundary value 
problem. We extend a result of Lazer and Leach [S] in (a) and consider the 
van der Pol equation [4, 8.14(e)] in (b). Part (c) shows to what extent 
Theorem 1.1 is valid. 
2.1. EXAMPLE. Let T in L,(O, 1) over iR be defined by g(T) = 
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{u E w:(o, 1): U(0) = U(l), u’(0) = u’(l)} and 7’~ = -u” - 4n2zZu. Put 
vi(x) = fl sin(2nzx) and 02(x) = flcos(2nzx), n > 0. Let g: R --) IR be a 
continuously differentiable function. 
(a) If sup{] g’(r)]: rE R} < y(T) = 4z2(2n - l), if g is monotone and 
-co < g(-co) < g(r) < g(co) < co, and if N: g(T) + L,(O, 1) is defined by 
Nu(x) = g(u(x)), then for any f E 9’(T) the range A?(r,) satisfies 
(wEker(T): ]Iw]]<R} s; 9’(r) E {vlEker(T): ]]w]]<R}, where 
R = d--co) s,,-, vi(x) dx + g(a) h+, e(x) dx and I( ?) = {x E (0, 1): 
pi(x) 5 O}. For a.e. v/E &?‘(r,) the solution set S,(w) is discrete. 
(b) If q#O, if sup{]q + g’(r)l: rE R} < (sup(k2/4n2 ]k* -n212: 
k # n})-“* and ( g(r)\ is bounded, and if N: g(T) -+ L,(O, 1) is defined by 
Nu(x) = qu’(x) + g(u’(x)), then for any f E .9(T) we have 9?(T’) = ker(T) = 
9?(T)‘. For a.e. w E 9(T,) the set S,(v) is discrete. 
(c) If sup{)g’(r)l: rE 9} < (sup{k4/]k2 - n212: kf n})-li2, if g is 
monotone and -co < g(-uo) < g(r) < g(c0) < co, and if N: 68(T) --+ L,(O, 1) 
is defined by Nu(x) = g(-u”(x)), then for any f E &?(T)n L,(O, 1) the set 
9(r,) is as in (a). 
Proof. Since T is selfadjoint, we know ker(T) = 9’(T)’ = span{o,, lo,}. 
We choose P = Q in Theorem 1.1 to be the orthogonal projection onto 
ker( T). 
(a) We put a* = y(T) * in Theorem 1.1. Then N satisfies I] NU - NV I( * < 
L’(ll Tu-Tu(l* + a* I(Pu-Pull*) with L = sup{) g’(r)]: r E I+?} y(T),’ < 1. 
Since G(T) is continuously embedded into C[O, 11, from Theorem 1.3 we 
then know that the solution set S,(w) is a zero-dimensional manifold for a.e. 
w E ZZ(r,). So it remains to compute .9(rf). 
For (r, a) E IR + x S’, S’ the unit sphere in R*, put q(r, a) = 
ra, pi + ra2(p2. By applying Brouwer’s fixed point theorem to the mapping 
id(.) -TX.) + w one shows that in case of sup(]]r,&)]]: p E ker(T)} < co the 
inclusion 9(Tf) 2 {v/E ker(7’): 3 E > 0, 3 r,,(c) such that for V r > rO(E) and 
Va E S’ (Z@(r, a)), ~(1, a))-- (w, ~(1, a)) > E} holds true. Further, S(T’) 
is contained in the ball BR(0), where R = sup { I(Z”u)(r, a)), q( 1, a))\: 
(r, a) E R + x S’ }. We compute these two sets. 
Since cz = (a,, a2) = (cos(B), sin(@), by use of the addition rules for 
trigonometric functions we obtain for the fixed point u,(p(r, a)) of 
LX&r, a)): u&(r, a))(x) = (Z - P) u&(r, a))(x) + rfpl(x + 8/2m). Since g 
is bounded and since G(T) is continuously embedded into CIO, 11, we can 
estimate -M + ry ,(x + t9/2nn) < (Z - P) ukp(r, a))(x) + rfp,(x + 8/2nn) < 
A4 + rpi(x + B/Znn). Consider (r’p(r, a)), o( 1, a)) = I: g((Z - P) u,(p(r, 
a))(x) + ryl ,(x + 8/2nn)) p,(x + 8/2nn) dx. For any t9 E [0,27r) we have 
I,,,.,, d--M + v,(x + WW P& + e/w dx = S,,,, d--M + vi(x)) 
cpdx) do ad .lic-.e, g@f + rdx + ePn4) s& + VW dx = I,,-, gW + 
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rq,(x)) q,(x) dx, where I(!, 8) = {x E (0, 1): (pr(x + 8/2nn) $ 0). Since g is 
monotone, we now can estimate (Z@(r, a)), ~(1, a)) independently of a by 
monotone continuous functions h(r) and @r(r): 
< s gw + v,(x)) P*(X) dx I( + ) 
+ I I(-) g(-M + v,(x)) (PI(X) dx = h)* 
By Lebesgue’s theorem we get lim,,, /z(r) = lim,,, i(r) = R, R as defined in 
Example 2.1 (a). 
Now, if I,V E ker(7’) with IIwII < R, then by the considerations above 
(rkdr; a)> - w, ~(1, a)> Z V’,Mr, a)), (~(1, a)) - II VII > E for r Z rot&) and 
Va E S’, where E = (R - II v/II)/;! an r E is such that h(r) > E + I( ~11 for d ,,( ) 
r > r,,(c). Hence &‘(Zf> 2 {w E ker(Z’): II w/I < R}. Simultaneously our 
computations have shown that 9(Z’) L {VI E ker(T): II ~11 <R}, because 
sup(l(Z”(p(r, a)), (~(1, a))l: (I-, a) E R, x S’} = R. Part (a) is proven. 
@I We choose a2 = 4n27r2(sup{k2/4n2 Ik  - n212: k # n})-’ in 
Theorem 1.1 and P= Q as in the proof of (a). Then N: g(T)+ L,(O, 1) with 
Nu(x) = qu’(x) + g(u’(x)) = qAu(x) + g(Au(x)), where A: 8(T) + L,(O, 1) 
is Au = u’, satisfies the hypotheses of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3. Hence for a.e. 
v E 9(Z’) the solution set S,(w) is discrete. We show that 9(Z,) = 9(T)’ = 
ker(T). 
The mapping Z’ is the sum of a linear mapping and a bounded one: 
qm + s*(D*) = -q2n~s*fP, + 42n74CP2 + (dyxw, + s,cp*), (PI)% + 
(g(u;(s,q, + s,q,)), (p2)q2. This is easily shown by step 4 in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 and the observation P(uj(sl (p, + s,~,)) = -2nm,(p, + 2n7ws, cp2. 
Since the matrix with the coefficients a,, = u2* = 0, a,, = - q2m, 
u21 = q2nw is regular and since ((g(+(s,rp, + s,f~7~)), SIP1 + 
s~~~))/IIs~(D~ + s,~p,~~~ tends uniformly to zero as IIs,o, +s,q~~ll tends to 
infinity, by a Brouwer degree argument Z, is surjective; i.e., 9(Z,) = 9(T)‘. 
(c) We choose u2 = 16n4n4(sup{k4/lk2 - n212: k # n})-’ and P= Q 
in Theorem 1.1 as in the proof of (a). Then IV: G(T) + L,(O, 1) with Nu(x) = 
g(-u”(x)) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. The rest of the proof is a 
repetition of the computation of 9(Z,) in (a). The assumption 
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f~~~T)nL,(O~ 1) assures the estimate -M + r4nzn2~,(x + 8/2nn) < 
-(Z - P) u;‘($o(r, -a)) + r47&?49,(x + 8/2nn) < M + r47+r&,(x + 8/2n7r), 
which allows us to apply Lebesgue’s theorem in the computation of 
lim r-oo h(r) and lim,,, i(r). 
We now turn to operators to which Theorem 1.3 is not applicable. The 
conditions on the linear operator T in the following proposition are satisfied, 
if T is an elliptic differential operator with sufficiently regular coefficients 
and if R is a domain with sufficiently smooth boundary, as stated, for 
instance, in [2, Theorem 5; 12, 5.4.3 Theorem]. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let H = L,(Q) over R, 0 a bounded domain in R” 
satisfying the cone property. Let T be as in Theorem 1.1 with index(T) = i. 
Let A: a(T) + L,(a) be a linear, continuous -operator with norm IIAII, which 
maps WI continuously into WXQh where 2t < m and 
2m + (4t - 2m) max(1, i + 1) > 0. Let g: R x R + R be as in Theorem 1.3 
with g(., 0) E L,(Q), q = 2m/(m - 2t), instead ofg(., 0) E L*(Q) and assume 
that M, [IAIl < 1. DeJine N: g(T) + L,(a) by Nu(x) = g(x, Au(x)). Then the 
conclusions of Theorem 1.2 hold true. 
Proof: The hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied, so it remains to 
show that T’ is (i + 1)-times continuously differentiable. The operator A 
maps g(T) continuously into W@I). Since 2t < m, the space W:(0) is 
continuously embedded into L,(a), q = 2m/(m2 - 2t) > 2 [ 1,5.4 Theorem]. 
Decompose N to fi. A, where A: .@(T) + L,(0) and 13: L,(R)-+ L*(0) is 
defined by &(x) = g(x, u(x)). Since g(., 0) E L&I), I(a/ar) g(x, r)l < M, 
and L,(a) E L*(0), the mapping 8 is well defined an continuous. By the 
properties of g(x, r) we further know that (a/&)g(., u(e)) E L4&(#) 
for any u EL,(G), where q, = 2q/(q - 2) > 2. This implies that N is 
continuously Frechet-differentiable with Frichet-derivative (~‘(v)u)(x) = 
(a/&) g(x, v(x)) u(x) [ 7, Theorem 20.21 and operator norm I( 8’(v)]] = 
IIWW &d-9 4N?, * p roceeding as in Theorem 1.3 one shows that F, and r, 
are continuously Frechet-differentiable. Consider the second order Frlchet- 
derivative p: L,(0) -+ B(L,((L), B(L&!), L&t))). By the arguments used 
for # one shows that fi is continuously Frbchetdifferentiable and p(v): 
w-4 -+ w,va L2W is defined by p(v)u E B(L,(f2), L#)), N”(v)u 
the multiplication operator (fi(v)u)w = ((~‘/~r’) g(., v)(.))) u(s) w(e) with 
operator norm ]]#“(v)]] = II@‘/&‘) g(., v(.))&, with q2 = (l/q, - l/q)-’ > 2. 
Again proceeding as in Theorem 1.3 one shows that r’ is twice continuously 
Frechet-differentiable. 
The proof for higher order derivatives is similar. The condition 
2m + (4t - 2m) max(1, i + 1) > 0 assures that q. > 2 for n = l,..., i + 1. 
It is clear that Theorem 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and Proposition 2.2 are as well 
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applicable to linear pseudo-differential operators and perturbations by, e.g., 
differentiable Hammerstein-operators. 
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